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NSU to host 2013
President's Town
Hall Meetings

COURTESY OF NOVA.EDU

Students talking with President George Hanbury.

B;.-: !~:t. ~~~~ ................ .
The 5th Annual Student Town
Hall Meetings, hosted by President
George Hanbury II, will begin Jan.
15 at noon in the Steele Auditorium
at the Health Prof€ssions Division,
followed by another meeting on
Jan. 17 in the Don Taft University
Center Arena.
These meetings, scheduled
every few weeks until April, serve
the NSU community by offering
undergraduate and graduate students
an opportunity to ask questions
on various issues concerning their

the week

university experiences.
According to Barbara PackerMuti, executive director of the Office
of Institutional and Community
Engagement, Hanbury will answer
questions on a variety of topics,
including the state of the university,
individual's educational experiences,
student life and upcoming projects.
Other administrators will also
attend, including Associate Vice
President of Business Services
Marc Croquet, Chief Information
Officer Tom West, Resident District
Manager of Chartwells Robert
SEE TOWN HALL 2

Students' company to
benefit community
BJ.-: ~-«:~~~~-~«:~~~-............ .
undergraduate
Two
NSU
students have created StampLabel, a
visual design company that imprints
custom-made t-shirts and outerwear
for men and women. Every month,
the company chooses a new charity
in which 10 percent of every sale's
profits is donated.
StampLabel was founded by
twin brothers and NSU seniors
Jeremy Mathis, finance and business
administration major, and Joshua
Mathis, marketing and management
major. Their customers suggest
different charities that StampLabel
should consider supporting and from
there, the Mathis' choose the cause.
This month, StampLabel will
support Charity: Water, a non-profit
organization that has brought clean,
safe drinking water to people in 20
developing nations around the world.
StampLabel's goal is to raise $5,000
for Charity: Water.
SEE MATHIS2

Celebrate
Martin Luther
King Jr.'s legacy

COURTESY OF J . MATHIS

NSU seniors Jeremy Mathis and Joshua Mathis, founders of StampLabel.

New Year brings
Obama's2nd
•
•
mauguratlon

By: Faren Rajkwnar &
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On Jan. 21, Martin Luther King
Jr. Day, NSU, in collaboration with
the city of Miami, will coordinate
the MLK Day of Service from 8 to
2 p.m. Transportation will be provided from the Shark Fountain to
Madison Middle School for students
and other volunteers to clean and
beautify the school.
NSU has recognized King's
lifework through various events in
past years, but 2013's Day of Service is the first of its kind, due to the
sheer volume of students involved.
"Over 12,000 volunteers are
expected at the middle school restoration," said Joshua Brown, Graduate Assistant for Civic Engagement
in the Student Leadership and Civic
SEEMLK2

COURTESY OF GETTY IMAGES

President Obama being sworn into office in 2009 during his first inauguration, along-side the First Lady,
Michelle Obama.
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COURTESY OF WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY

Martin Luther King Day is Monday. Jan. 21 .

The public ceremony of the 57th
Presidential Inauguration on Jan. 21
will mark President Barack Obama's
second term in office. The ceremonies
will air live from Washington D.C. on
multiple channels.
The theme of this year's
inauguration, which will take place on
Martin Luther King Jr. Day, is "Faith
in America's Future."
Obama will add his own unique

touch as he takes the oath of office.
He' ll place his hand on two bibles
- one that belonged to President
Abraham Lincoln, which Obama
also used in his 2009 lnaugw-ation
and hadn't been used since Lincoln
himself in 1861, and one that belonged
to Martin Luther King Jr.
Obama's first inauguration was
famed for several reasons. Obama
was the first African-American
SEE INAUGURATION 2

CORRECTION
In the article titled "2013 Leadership Conference open to students" published in the News section on Dec.
4, 2012, the theme for the 2013 Leadership Conference was incorrectly printed.
The conference theme is:" Your leadership journey begins here. Let your legacy set sail."

events by students, for students

January

Wednesday, January 16
Pit Show» 12 p.m., Don Taft University Center Pit
Request songs from the artist Levi Stephens to sing.
Contact: Sea Board, sea_board@nova.edu, 954-262-7233

Thursday, January 17
TOWNHALL from 1

Genser and Vice President of Student
Affairs Brad Williams.
Vanissa
Benjamin,
senior
communication studies major, has
attended several past years' meetings
and said that she always finds them
to be very interesting. She likes
that student leaders are able to ask
questions and put the university
president "on the spot." Through
past meetings, she's felt that Hanbury

truly cared about the students' needs.
However, some students aren't
interesting in attending the forum.
Kristin Mrozinski, freshman
paralegal major, predicts that,
although students' concerns may be
heard, actions won't be taken.
Lindsay
Bail,
junior
psychology major, also won 't attend
any of the town hall meetings. Bail
said that since the meetings are not
mandatory, she won't try to fit them

into her busy schedule.
Kevin Gizara, freshman marine
biology major, also has a busy
schedule, but he plans to attend the
Jan. 17 meeting. Gizara said that the
open forum seems to be part of the
"larger feedback program" at NSU
that is beneficial to students.
There are also 12 meetings
specifically planned for employees
throughout the year, along with six
meetings at student educational centers.

our donations, so we want to help as
many charities as we can one month
at a time."
He hopes they are able to reach
and even surpass their fundraising
goals for each organization.
The company was created after
the Mathis brothers put their two
passions together: entrepreneurship
and helping people. They believe
designing t-shirts is a great way
to creatively share messages and
express individuality. Customers
purchase the outerwear online, and
either select an existing design or
create an original design.
Jeremy said, "Our mission is to
make a difference in communities
everywhere and enrich the life of
· every individual. We will help as

many people as we can and show
people the importance of giving, so
that they will incorporate [it] into
their everyday lives."
Joshua thinks that it is "truly
inspirational" that college students
would use their time and innovation
to starting a company that helps
those in need. "It's rare to see college
students trying to serve the needs of
others. I hope for nothing but the best
for StampLabel," he said.
Joshua said, "Serving and
helping others, and giving back helps
you grow. You can impact a person's
life by the little things you do. That
one t-shirt you buy makes a huge
difference."
Check out all of StampLabel's
products at stamplabel.com

MATHIS from 1

Cristel John, graduate student
in business administration, who
has worked with the Mathis' said,
"I know StampLabel chooses their
foundations very carefully. Not only
do they set forth their profits to benefit
charities, they also provide hands on
help to numerous organizations."
Jeremy Mathis said, "We will
be hosting soup kitchens every
month and we would like students
to get involved and help us make
a difference. We would also like
[them] to become brand ambassadors
and help us spread the word across
the world."
Joshua Mathis recognized that
there are hundreds of charities with
"great causes that could benefit from
MLKfrom 1

man

Engagement Office. "And in my last
meeting with the city of Miami, I
was told that our event will be the
largest in Florida on MLK Day,"
According to its organizers, the
restoration project is unique in that it
will help students in a tangible way.
Laurieann Robinson, sophomore business major, said, "MLK
Day is important because it reminds
of a man who fought to secure freedom for all men."
Many other schools and businesses across America will acknowl-

. edge a
well known for his determined work in civil rights on the
national holiday.
Other events in the community
will include seminars at the AfricanAmerican Research Library and Cultural Center in Ft. Lauderdale, which
will involve discussions on King's
life and his impact on civil rights.
The lectures will take place on Jan.
21 from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Multiple parades and marches
will also be ongoing in King's honor.
The King Holiday Parade and Nonviolence March will start at Martin

Luther King Jr. Elementary School in
Fort Lauderdale at 9:30 am.
In addition, Dillard High
School, also in Fort Lauderdale, will
have a non-violence rally at 11:30
a.m., followed by a marching band
competition on their football field.
Students and other volunteers
interested in participating in NSU's
MLK Day of Service can register
online through orgsync, or contact
Brown at jb2286@nova.edu or (954)
262-7253.

rise above the narrow confines of
his individualistic concerns to the
broader concerns of all humanity."
The Inaugural Parade on Jan. 21
will feature the Chinese-American
Community Center Folk Dance
Troupe, Honolulu's Kamehameha
Schools Warrior Marching Band,
people and dogs of Canine
Compani-0ns
for
Independence
marching, marchers from the Lesbian
and Gay Band Association, the South
Shore Drill Team of Chicago, and
many other groups.
Beyonce Knowles will sing
the national anthem at the public
ceremony. Kelly Clarkson and
James Taylor will also perform.
Clarkson will sing "My Country
Tis of Thee", while Taylor will
perform "American the Beautiful."
In a statement, Obama said
these artists' music "is often at the

heart of the American story and
speaks to folks across the country."
Jan. 21 will commence with
a morning worship service at the
Washington National Cathedral.
Although attendance is invitationonly, it will be webcast live on
nationalcathedral.org.
President Obama will deliver
his inaugural address after the
worship service.
The
Joint
Congressional
Committee
on
Inaugural
Ceremonies, composed of six
members, is in charge of planning
all inaugural activities. This year,
those members are Chairman
Charles E. Schumer, Speaker of
the House John A. Boehner, House
Majority Leader Eric Cantor, House
Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi,
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid
and Senator Lamar Alexander.

Sea Thursday - Winter Wonderland » 12 p.m., Don
Taft University Center
Learn more about student organizations while enjoying free
food and entertainment.
Contact: Sea Board, sea_board@nova.edu, 954-262-7233

Friday, January 18
Farquhar Performing Arts: lmprov Jam!» 7:30
p.m., Black Box Theatre
An evening of sketch comedy, improvisational theatre and
pop music. Free admission.

Sunday, January 20
Heroes for Health Charity Fun Run » 7 a.m., Rose
and Alfred Miniaci Performing Arts Center
Sponsored by NSU College of Osteopathic Medicine Student
Government Association. Come dressed as your favorite
superhero or just come and be a superhero at heart and run
for the homeless. Get a chance to win prizes for best
superhero costume.
Contact: cosgpsec@aacom.org
Submit your student club or organization's events for the Onshore calendar b~
emailing: mi182@nova.edu.
Only events for students, by students accepted.
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President in the history of the
U.S. to be inaugurated and first
Hawaiian born president.
His
first inauguration had not only
had the largest attendance of any
presidential inauguration in history,
but it also set a new record for
largest attendance of any event in
the capital's history. Its coverage
also set records in television
viewership and Internet traffic.
The
inauguration
week's
activities will begin with the
National Day of Service on Jan. 19,
in which Obama will participate and
encourage Americans to volunteer
in their communities or organize
service projects. Service day also
commemorates the ideals of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
King once said, "An individual
has not started living until he can
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SEA carnival rings in new semester
By: Aadil Vora
The SEA Thursday Welcome
Back Carnival on Jan. 10, which was
hosted by the Student Events and
Activities Board and featured classic
carnival games, was, according to
organizers, a great success.
While the main goal of the
event was to welcome students
back from winter break, many clubs
and organizations, such as the Gay
Straight Alliance and Alpha Kappa
Psi , were able to connect with potential new members.
Jonathan Clerge, senior communication studies major, handed
out flyers to spread word of the
first GSA meeting and to advertise
the club's upcoming charity prom.
Members of GSA frequently attend
SEA Thursdays, but Clerge said
that the Welcome Back Carnival
was especially successful.
Members of Alpha Kappa Psi, a

coed professional business fraternity,
decked their table with blue and gold
flyers, posters and memorabilia. Fraternity brothers, wearing their letters,
talked to potential recruits.
Lindsey Goldstein, a junior
education major who works for SEA
Board, said, ''We were going to have
the event outside, but because of the
construction in the quad, the carnival
was moved indoors."
Tiffany Simons, sophomore
exercise and sport science major
and the chief organizer of the SEA
Thursday events said, "Our biggest
challenge was accommodating the
individual needs of each organization. One club needs an electric outlet, while another needs more space.
Hopefully we can have the carnival
outside next year."
Many students expressed their
appreciation of SEA Board's efforts.
Bansi Savla, freshman biology major, said "SEA Board spends

Anesthesiologist
students contribute to
global Lifebox initiative

•

NSU

NOVA
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Anesthesiologist Asistant students make and sell badge clips to support low-income countries.

By : Faren Rajkumar
NSU's Anesthesiologist Assistant students have been helping the
Lifebox Initiative a national
non-profit organization that helps to

improve the quality of surgical care
in low-income countries all around
the world- by making identification
badge clips, which are a necessity in
hospital, clinic and lab settings. The
colorful badge clips, designed and

TAKEN BY A. VOM

The Welcome Back Carnival was held on Jan. 10 in the UC Spine.

a lot of effort to cater to all students and make a unique theme for
each Thursday."
Divya Pandya, freshman biology major, said she enjoyed the
cotton candy machine while, Arab-

decorated in the shape of everything
from flowers to animals, are made
and sold by Anesthesiologist Assistants - known as AA students.
Lifebox's longterm goal is
to place a pulse oximeter in every
operating room across the globe,
thereby reducing surgery death rates
by half. These devices are essential
to clinical procedures that all AA
students are eventually trained in, as
they provide a non-invasive method
to monitor the level of oxygen in a
patient's bloodstream.
Justin Auch, a third year graduate student and the college's American Academy of Anesthesiologist Assistants representative, said . "When
it comes to making the badges, we
have a great group of students that
are super creative and motivated."
The clips, in addition to being
a creative way to raise money for
Lifebox, also happen to be environmentally conscious, as they are made
from used pill bottle tops. The collection effort has been successful so
far, as NSU has involved several local hospitals.
Lifebox fundraising events
were held in the Terry Building on
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
throughout November. So far, about

hi Rajagopal, also·a freshman biology major, was excited to receive
free goodies.
"I love this photoblock. The
SEA Thursdays give me so much
Shark Pride," Rajagopal said.

70 clips have been sold at $5 each,
but the AA program's goal is to raise
$500, which will cover the cost of
two pulse oximeters.
According to Auch, the project has taught AA students valuable
skills for medical professionals.
''We have learned a great deal
about how to stay organized and be
efficient in our time management in
order to also concentrate on the academic part of our program," he said.
Auch and Tasha Kreuger, also
a third year AA student, have been
working on the project intensively
this year.
Lisa Lee, president of the AA
Student Government Association,
said, "Both students have been key
in making Lifebox a success."
Clinical rotations for AA students began on Jan. 7, and the students hope to sell even more badge
clips at their respective clinics.
They are also hoping for monetary
donations, . which will push them
towards their goal. Their fundraisers and badge clips sales will
continue throughout February, in
the Terry Building on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons.

Unico Estilo Unisex Salon
3732 Davie Rd
Davie , FL 33314
Tel: 954.530.9491
Cell: 954.646.9202

Full service salon

including specialty services
Monday-Thursday
9am-8pm

"Like"
us on

Friday
10am-8pm
Saturday
10am-6pm
Sunday
by Appointment

20%

Discount
,

ON ALL SERVICES
www .facebook.com/
The-Current

for NSU Students
unic oestilosalon@ mail.com

www.unicoestilosalon.co

News
Briefs
Distinguished Lecture Series
brings best-selling author
Grant Cardone
The H. Wayne Huizenga School
of Business and Entrepreneurship
invites students to the next
installment of its Distinguished
Lecture Series, "Sell or Be
Sold," featuring Grant Cardone.
Cardone is a New York Times
best-selling author of five books
and an accomplished television
executive producer. His lecture
will take place on Jan. 29 at
10:30 a.m. in the Huizenga Sales
Institute's Executive Conference
Center. To register for the free
event, contact Christine Martinez
at cmartinez@nova.edu or 954262-5008.
"Wounds of War" symposium
The Shepard Broad Law Center
will host a national symposium
on Feb. 1, entitled ''Wounds
of War: Meeting the Needs of
Active-Duty Military Personnel
and Veterans with Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder." The Florida
Bar bas approved this seminar
for 6.0 CLE hours of general
credit for Florida attorneys. Early
bird tickets are $30 and regular
tickets are $45. Pre-registration
and online payment is required
in order to receive credit and
lunch on the day of the event.
Attendance is free for NSU law
professors and members of the
judiciary. For more information,
including registration, call 954262-6111.
Award-winning FCAS magazine now accessible anywhere
Published annually, the Farquhar
Forum, the Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences' magazine
produced by the Office of
Information
Services
and
NSU's Office of Publications,
includes profiles of college
members and in-depth coverage
of guest speakers, performances
and research endeavors. The
2012-2013 issue, winner of a
Gold Communicator Award,
which recognizes outstanding
marketing and communications_
publications, is now available
in print and online. The online
edition can be viewed at www.
fcas .nova.edu/arts/farquhar_
forum/index.cfrn.
Health Professions Educaticmal
Research Symposium 2013
The annual symposium returns
to the Terry Building on Jan. 26
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., with
a new theme: "Physiological,
Cognitive, and Social Approaches
to Teaching and Learning: What's
the Evidence?" In addition to
five platform sessions, keynote
speakers Todd Zakrajsek, and
Mary Tischio Blackinton will
discuss challenges in teaching
and the science of motor learning.
Breakfast and lunch will be
provided, and the symposium
will conclude with a wine and
cheese reception in the Terry
Building atrium. The conference
schedule overview and details
can be found at nova.edu/hpers
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NSU's Medical
School travels·to
d eveloping nations=--·--~ ~
By: Debbie Mejia
The College of Osteopathic
Medicine's students recently returned
from their Dec. 2012 trip to Vietnam.
Through the college's international
medical outreach program, secondyear medical students travel to rural
communities in foreign nations
to provide humanitarian aid and
medical services, including medical
supplies, physicals, health lessons,
and cancer screenings.
Robin J. Jacobs, director of
international medical programs and
associate professor of psychiatry
and behavioral medicine, preventive
medicine, biomedical informatics,
and public health, said, "The
outreach programs benefit patients
living in communities that lack
sufficient health care and provide
our students with hands-on medical
training. Also, the experience
provides students an opportunity to
learn about other cultures."
Many of the people who live
in these communities have never
seen a physician before and suffer
from tuberculosis, malnutrition,
and/or diabetes .
Along with students, doctors,
nurses, physician assistants, dentists,
translators, and other volunteers
travel abroad three times a year:
during spring, summer and winter
break. Once in the designated
country, the group sets up a clinic
in which necessary medications are
prescribed. The group also helps
distribute eyeglasses, toys, clothes
and other helpful supplies.
Belinda
Collias,
third
year student in the College of

Osteopathic Medicine, traveled to
Peru, where her group "worked out
of an established clinic with more
resources and follow-up care."
That allowed them to perform
more extensive procedures, such as
minor surgeries which Collias says
advanced her skills and "knowledge
as a future physician."
Two NSU committees decide
where the students will travel to:
the International Medical Outreach
Committee, in which the members
are elected by peers, and a faculty
committee. Several factors are taken
into consideration when deciding on
a country, including cost. Students
pay up to $3,800. Though the
medical students cover their own
airfare and lodging, NSU covers the
faculty and administration salaries,
and medications. 'Typically trips have
20 to 50 students.
Logan Huff, second year
medical student, was involved with
the school's missions to Ecuador and
Vietnam. As the student leader in
Vietnam and involved in the research
project, Huff said, "I traveled to
Ecuador in March and Vietnam
in December 2012 with NSU's
International Medical Outreach Club.
The trips are incredible opportunities
for personal and professional
growth through cultural immersion,
extensive patient contact, and active
participation in a medical team."
Collias served as president of
the NSU-COM International Medical
Outreach Club from 2011 to 2012,
during which time she assisted with
the organization of medical outreach
trips to Ecuador, Peru, Argentina,
Bangladesh and Vietnam.

COURTESY OF B. COLLIAS
NSU's College of Osteopathic Medicine students in Vietnam .

"We worked under rustic
conditions without access to the
technology and modem medicine
we are used to in the states,
which required a great deal of
improvisation, fast thinking, and
adapting to provide the best care to
those patients with limited resources
during a one-time visit," said
Collias. "It was an amazing learning
experience, which really enhanced
our hands-on diagnostic skills."
Jacobs said that one of the
program's goals is to give students'
an awareness of global issues of
poverty and malnutrition that impact
the U.S.
Collias said, "Both trips
were truly eye-opening in terms
of appreciating the medical need
that exists throughout the world,

and realizing that we have the
opportunity to use our medical
degrees to help many people in
impoverished settings such as
those we saw in Peru, Ecuador,
and other developing countries.
Experiencing
medicine
from
this standpoint really changed
our perspectives and may have
influenced the specialties we decide
to pursue after medical school."
The college's international
medical outreach programs will
travel to Ecuador this spring and
Jamaica this summer.
Collias said, "I think the
international medical service trips
are of great benefit to both NSU
students and faculty, especially
for those who may have never
traveled abroad or experienced life
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outside of the world they grew up
in. Any type of cultural exchange
is beneficial. At the very least,
volunteers come back from these
experiences with sharper clinical
skills and a sense of confidence,
having adapted to the practice of
medicine in such a challenging and
different environment."
Huff said, "[The trips] offered
perspective on the current status quo
of healthcare in the United States and
its deficiencies. These experiences
allowed me to reevaluate my goals and
role as a future physician in order to
better serve the healthcare needs of our
local and international communities."
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305-380-0521
305-893-0506
305-867-0099

985 7 SW 40th St.
305 207-7427

Ft. Lauderale

Davie

2190 s University Dr
•

Tower Shops

'

Ft. Lauderdale
Weston
5450 N. State Road 7
1479 E. Commercial Blvd. 2460 Weston Rd .
1/4 Mi le N. of Commercial 1 Mile E. of 1-95
Royal Palm Blvd.
954-733-0514
954-493-5329
& Weston Rd.

Lake Worth

West Palm Beach

2401 10th Ave. N.
112 Mile W. of 1-95
561-964--4666

330 Southern Blvd.
Dixie & Southern
561-659-3129

Wellington

Boca Raton

2335 S. State Rd. 7
The Mall at Wellington Green
561-422-0988

45 S. Federal Highway
Just South of
Palmetto Park Rd .
561-395-4699

Stuart
950 South Federal Hwy
Next to Howard Johnsons
772-220-0039

954-385-8080

Ft. Lauderdale

Pompano Beach

2600 w. Davie Blvd.
114 Mile W. of 1-95
954-791-3942

2500 E. Atlantic Blvd.
2 Blks. E. of US!
954-943-3762

Hollywood

Hallandale

Pembroke Pines

2505 N. University Dr.
University & Sheridan
954-964-3793

4 N. Federal Highway
US! & Hallandale
Bch. Blvd.
954-4 58-2566

17185 Pines Blvd.
Just West of 1-75
954-499-8770

South of 595
954-577-7223

MARTIN

PALM BEACH

BROWARD

DADE

NOW OPEN!
Westchester/Miami

•Applies to all single servl11gs of alcoholic beverages • No doubles, pitchers or bottles of wi11e
May 11ot be co1ttbined with other discounts
Poes 11ot apply to food • Absolutely 110 back ups • Please drink responsibly

Deerfield Beach
204 1 NE 2nd St.
AIA Just N. of Hillsboro
954-427-9304

www.flartigans.net
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Women in the Senate
By: Miranda Schum.es
While 1993 was considered
"the year of the woman", with six
female senators elected to office,
2013 represents a new victory for
women, as 20 female senators were
sworn in office this term, on Jan.
3 in Washington, D.C. This is the
largest number of females to serve
in the Senate at one time.
However,
Nelson
Bass,
political science professor in the
Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences' Division of Humnaities,
said, "We still have significant
problems that affect women, like
equal pay for equal work."
Bass believes that with more
female representation, the Supreme
Court case WalMart v. Dukes,
could have turned out differently.
The case began in 2001 as a classaction lawsuit, representing the 1.6
million women who work and had
previously worked for Wal-mart
since 1998. The plaintiffs wanted
the same pay and same promotional
opportunities as men. In June 2011,
the Supreme Court ruled that the
group of women filing against
Walmart was too large and diverse
to be constituted as a class.
Bass said that the Senate can
eliminate court cases like these by
passing legislation.
"There are things that the Senate
can do to try to rectify that and maybe
with more female representation,
it would be considered more
important," Bass said.
Florida State Senator Anitere
Flores said, "Men and women
usually approach situations from
different vantage points and I

COURTESY OF PVDLADYPROJECT.T\JMBLR.COM

More women are in the U.S. Congress than ever before.

have often found myself offering
a different perspective that had not
previously been looked at."
Bass has also recognized the
advantages of having diversity in
the Senate.
"You can't always have the
same voices saying the same thing
over and over again."
This year, the first openly gay
senator was elected in U.S. history:
Tammy Baldwin of Wisconsin - a
state that is traditionally against gay
marriage. Additionally, Mazie K.
Hirano of Hawaii will be the first
Asian-American female senator.
Sophomore political science
major Kelsey Obringer believes that

Baldwin's win is a result of citizens
beginning to develop a more liberal
mindset.
"People aren't just picking
people because they look good
to them or they identify with
what party they affiliate with,"
Obringer said. "They are doing their
homework and making educated
choices on who to vote for, despite
race, gender or sexuality."
Linea Cutter, sophomore
political science major, said that
the recent senate race victories
give her confidence that she can
run for a member of political
office in the feature.
"It gives me hope that I will not

be discriminated against politically
for being a woman and that I will
be judged more upon what I stand
for, than on what race or sex I am,"
Cutter said.
Bass said that women initially
did not start rising to power in
America due to the structure of
the government.
He explained
that there is a large incumbency
advantage, meaning that it's difficult
for officials to be voted out of office
once they have a seat. This partially
explains why many men have held
their positions for so long.
"Now as that generation starts
to get older and our population
begins to reflect this diversity,

you' re going to see a change
there," Bass said. "It'd be nice
if we could see more than just 20
female senators, but I guess it's a .
good start."
While the Senate has made
strides in having more female
representation, there has yet to be
a female president. Over fifteen
countries have elected female
leaders, including Germany, India,
Australia, Argentina and Bangladesh.
"Our representation compared
to the rest of the world - especially
the
industrialized,
developed
world - is very off," Bass said.
"Anyone other than white males
is tremendously underrepresented.
You don't want to see these big
discrepancies. If you want to talk
about a democracy or a republic,
it's nice to have the diversity that
reflects what the society actually
looks like."
Despite many challenge, Gary
Gershman, associate professor
in the Division of Humanities at
the Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences, maintains hope for a
female president.
"I think that Barack Obama
broke a lot of barriers, and not just
racial barriers," he said.
Whether a president, a senator,
or a member of the House, Flores
believes that women can rise to any
level in office.
"I think it is possible for
women to achieve any and all
rankings in government," she said.
"Regardless of gender, I believe
that the possibilities are endless for
those who work their hardest and
are most committed."

Have a .favorite -tacu.lty member, or know
o-t any with an interesting story?

Submit hi.s/her story -tor our

Contact NSU News +or more in-formation

nsunews@nova.edu I 954-262-8455
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1>iary o-t... an intern
By:
Davis
... Robert
.... ..........
.... .............
For Robert Davis, having
the opportunity to travel and gain
experience from an internship has
allowed him to see the importance
of taking part in the community. He
feels it is a great learning process and
every student should have that same
opportunity.
I arrived at gate 24 about an
hour before my scheduled departure
time.
I checked my watch; in
five short hours, I would be on the
opposite side of the United States, in
San Francisco. My mind reeled at the
thought of this adventure.
Just to think, six months ago,
I was completely unaware of Code
for America. In early February,
I watched a video of Jen Pahlka,
CFA's founder, speak on the topic
of improving government. There
was something about her talk that
resonated with me, so I decided to
visit their website. I noticed they had
an internship program, so I sent in
my application. After two interview
phone calls and a few weeks, I
decided to put my two-weeks' notice
in at work. I was headed west.
The non-profit organization is

dedicated to "helping governments
work better for everyone with the
people and the power of the web."
It can be aptly described as "Peace
Corps for geeks." Each year, Code
for America hosts a fellowship
program designed to get governments
working more efficiently and openly.
They transplant designers, webdevelopers, and entrepreneurs into
the heart of local governments to
try to find ways of making it better.
Code for America is relatively new,
but a quick search on Google can
show you they have already made
quite an impact.
I was privileged enough to work
with seven other interns, from the
U.S. and Canada, on projects ranging
from open government campaigns to
city "hackathons". A "hackathon",
as I learned, is a gathering of
likeminded people to collaborate on
projects to solve problems. I helped
the City of Honolulu develop a
social media guide and I interviewed
the City of Austin's communication
director. I helped cause a traffic spike
on the Code for America website,
which, as a marketing major, I found
particularly thrilling.
More importantly, as the fellows

reported on the issues facing each
respective city government, I could
really start to see the power these
"insiders" started to yield. The City
of Boston team built an application
for parents to easily track the school
bus delayed by snow storms. Another
team created an application to
participate in polls and surveys for
the city that easily collected data.
The ingeniousness of these
simple ideas gave the engaged
citizen the power to participate in
their government and have a voice.
In my opinion, this is a reflection of
a larger trend. People are demanding
better access and transparency, and
as we build to meet these needs,
participation will become an easier
part of everyday life. I saw it already
happening in cities like Philadelphia,
Boston, San Francisco, Austin, and
even Macon, Georgia.
My summer was spent at one
of the most interesting, innovative
non-profits in the world. Although
I spent almost all my savings at an
unpaid internship, I saw the value of
participation and community, and I
am forever changed by the lessons
learned and the people I met.

COURTESY OF R. DAVIS
Robert Davis Top Left with six other interns from Code of America.

This week A~emic Services
"Aloha from Hawaii" , an Elvis Presley concert, was
broadcast live via satellite, eventually airing to over
40 countries. It was the most expensive entertainment
special at the time, costing $2.5 million.

US Airways Flight 1549 made an emegerecy landing
in the Hudson River after being strm:k by a flock of
geese. All 155 passengers survived, and Captain
Chesley "Sully'' Sullenberger was hailed a pero.

.. . .. ........ ... .. . . . . . . . .. ... .. .. ... ... ..... . . .... . . .. . . . .. ...- .
New York Yankees center fielder Mickey Mantle was
elected to the National Baseball Hall of Fame, during
his first year of eligibility. Exactly 13 yeill'S earlier, he
had become the highest paid baseball player in history,
by signing a contract for $75,000 - approximately
$583,296 today.

Janucl!Yl6

19 -74
COURTESY OF THE LEARNING CENTER

The Beatles released their tenth studio album, "Yellow
Submarine." It served as the soundtrack to the film
of the same name, which premiered in the UK seven
months earlier.

American sitcom "The Jeffersons" premiered on CBS.
It quickly became popular, and 253 episodes were
eventually produced, airing over 11 seasons.

January 19

L' Auto, a French sports magazine, announced it would
host the Tour de France, a bicycle race, that summer
across the country. The first race was on July 1, with
60 competing cyclists.

Since 1933, almost every U.S. has been inaguarted
on this day. The exception is when the date falls on a
Sunday. In that case, including this year, the president is
publicly inaguarted on Jan. 21.

January20

Students can get help in math, writing and science at the

By: Andrejensen
Wmter semester is upon us,
meaning that many students have
returned to NSU from a lazy winter
break. It can be difficult getting
back into the busy routine of being
a student, and it doesn't help that
procrastination comes naturally to
many people.
In the first week of the semester,
most students are bombarded with
a huge list of things to do for each
new class.
Fortunatly, the NSU Office of
Academic Services (OAS), provides
students with a variety of resources to
help them succeed academically.
"OAS is here to help all students
achieve their potential. It is a vital
part of a successful post secondary

?ffice of Academic Services.

education," said Lisa Waithers,
director of Academic Services at
Farquhar College of Arts and Sciences.
Academic
Services
for
undergraduate students is located
in the Parker Building and other
offices for graduate students are
located at the Health Professions
Division and Shepard Broad
Law Center. These offices work
in coordination with academic
advisors and faculty to identify the
needs of each student.
Jeffery
Donario,
freshman
biology major, said, "I was having
problems in my calculus class and my
professor suggested I go to academic
services for a little more help with the
areas I was struggling in."
OAS provides a supplemental
learning environment through which

students can be tutored one-on-one
for free in many different subject
areas. Both student and professional
tutors are available.
OAS services aren't just offered to
residential students. Online tutoring
is conducted by main campus tutors
through a Sharklink platform that
allows the student and tutor to interact
in real time.
In addition to tutoring services,
OAS
also
administers
mock
placement exams, which help students
gage how they might perform on their
actual placement exams. These are
available by appointment only.
To learn more about the
Office of Academic Services, visit
fcas.nova.edu/services/academic_
services/index.cfm
or
contact
academicservices@nova.edu
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Campus recreation
introduces new system
f!_y: Chris Hoffman

Not sure how to keep to your
New Year's resolution of staying
active and getting in shape? How
about trying out a new sport? The
office of Campus Recreation has
released the schedule for the winter
2013 intramural sports season.
The sports that will be offered
as a month long season are soccer,
basketball and 4 vs. 4 flag football.
The rest of the intramurals will be
offered as tournaments, including
Ultimate Frisbee, badminton, preseason basketball, dominoes, 8-ball,
9-ball and racquetball.
While the intramurals being
offered may be the same as usual,
there is a new twist to register for
them. Beginning this season, anyone who wants to register for intramurals must create an account
on IMLeagues.com. The new registration process is supposed to
make it easier for participants to
register and keep track of their intramural schedule.
Meloney Robinson, graduate
assistant for intramural sports said,
"We have been trying to update our
system for years. The old system

COURTESY OF WWW.SPORTS· BOOK.U!

Campus recreation will use a new system through IMLeagues.com to organize winter intramurals including soccer, flag football and basketball.

was between 20 and 30 years old."
One of the biggest benefits of
the new system is that it will allow
Campus Recreation to communicate
with every intramural player; in the
past, only the team captain was contacted. Robinson hopes that this will
decrease the amount of miscommunication when a game is rescheduled.

Anthony Colasante, freshman
biology major said, "I'm looking
forward to soccer the most and basketball the second. I want to play
soccer the most, because I want a
chance to play in a relaxed environment, have a fun time and work on
new skills."
The next full season intramu-

ral sport will be 4 vs. 4 flag football,
with entries open from Jan. 28 to
Feb. 12. The captain's meeting will
be held Feb. 14 and the season will
start on Feb. 18. The registration fee
for flag football will be $50 per team.
The last full schedule winter intramural that is offered is five on five
basketball. Basketball registrations

are open from Feb. 4 to Feb. 26.
The captain's meeting is scheduled
for Feb. 28 with games scheduled to
start March 4. The 12-member teams
will be offered in co-recreational,
men's competitive, men's recreational and women's open divisions for
$50 per team.

ON THE BENCH
Commentary

01: Michael Villegas

Wednesday 1.16
Women's Basketball

~I~

Now that the season has
come to an end for the Miami
Dolphins, it's time to look ahead
toward the offseason.
This is the time for general
manager Jeff Ireland to go to work
and keep building off the great foundation of this Dolphins team. The
focus this offseason should be at the
wide receiver position. Brian Hartline is a free agent and has made a
case for himself to be a consistent
target for Ryan Tannehill.
The Dolphins have many options in free agency at the wide receiver position, but I think the best,
most logical fit is Greg Jennings of
the Green Bay Packers. Jennings has
already hinted he wants out of Green
Bay and to move to the next chapter
of his career. Now remember, Dolphins Head Coach Joe Philbin used
to be the offensive coordinator for
the Green Bay Packers and worked
with Jennings. Jennings would have
his offensive coordinator as his head
coach, have a young quarterback full
of potential, a warm climate to play
in, and he would be the go-to-guy
and favorite target for Tannehill.
Many fans, critics, and analysts believe the wide receiver position is the weakest position on
the Dolphins roster; I don't agree.
I think receivers Davone Bess and
Brian Hartline are consistent and
reliable targets for Tannehill. Does

that mean the Dolphins couldn't use
another pair of hands for Tannehill?
Of course not. The Dolphins should
be scouting top college wide receiver prospects like Justin Hunter from
Tennessee and Keenan Allen from
the University of California for the
upcoming 2013 NFL Draft to improve the team even more.
Let's take a look at the offense.
Reggie Bush once again showed that
he is an every-down running back
and can be the playmaker everyone
thought he could be. Jake Long is
still the anchor of the offensive line
at the left tackle position and a leader
for the whole team. Both Bush and
Long will be free agents this offseason, and the Dolphins should really
make resigning them a priority. Bush
has proved himself as a leader on the
team and has served as a fan favorite. There has been speculation about
whether the Dolphins are willing to
pay and give Long a long-term contract. Long has had durability issues
and might concern the team about his
longevity, but I think he is a pillar of
the team and one of, if not the, best
left tackles in the NFL.
On the other side of the ball, the
Dolphins defense looks like a dominant force to be reckoned with. At
the linebacker position, Karlos Dansby and Cameron Wake have been extremely consistent and have emerged
as the defensive leaders on the team.

Randy Starks, defensive tackle, has
been just as dominant in the"middle,
alongside defensive tackle Paul Soliai. Jared Odrick played like an animal at the defensive end position this
season; if he keeps it up, he could
surface as a star player in the league.
The comerback position had
a big improvement from last sea•
son with the star play of cornerback Sean Smith who has become a Pro
Bowl caliber comer. However, an
upgrade in the NFL draft wouldn't
hurt. The Dolphins should look at
some options in the draft, like DeMarcus Milliner, comerback from
the University of Alabama. Milliner
is the top cornerback in the draft and
has the size, speed and athleticism
to make all the plays in the secondary. He might go early in the draft,
but if the Dolphins have the chance
to pick him, they should jump on the
opportunity. Another comerback to
watch is David Amerson, from North
Carolina State. Amerson would give
the Dolphins two big, tall comers to
shut down opposing wide receivers.
The Dolphins should be getting
a game plan together for free agency
and the NFL Draft to make this a
stronger team next season. There are
a few more playoff games until we
officially reach the offseason, so for
now we will just have to guess what
the Dolphins have in mind.
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Athlete of .t he week:
Carlee · zzolo
By: Chris Hoffman
Carlee Rizzolo, a Warren, New
Jersey native, is excited to begin her
collegiate career at NSU. She moved
from the Garden State to the Sunshine State when she was just 8 years
old because of her older sister's interest in playing tennis. Shortly after
moving to Tampa, the younger Rizzolo followed in her sister's footstep
with the sport, and began playing at
the Saddlebrook Tennis Academy.
Rizzolo said that she started
tennis because her mom placed her
in the academy with her siblings.
After a few years, she was tired of
practicing everyday and decided to
leave the game for two years before
coming back to try and play for a
college scholarship.
By the end of her high school
career, Rizzolo had offers from
several different schools. She had
originally planned to follow her
sister's steps and attend The College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Va. However, things
did not go as planned, so Rizzolo
decided that she wanted to stay in
Florida, closer to home.
She found out about NSU
through one of her tennis coaches:
Alexa Korotkevich, a former NSU

NSU freshman, Carlee Rizzolo, is looking forward to her career as a Sharl<.

The Women's basketball team (9-3) began conference
play with a convincing win over Eckerd (4-5), 84-58. The
women will finish up their season with 13 straight
conference games:

tennis player, who told Rizzolo's
mom how mucJi she loved the
school. Rizzolo decided to become a
Shark after visiting the school.
The NSU freshman hopes her
collegiate career will improve her
personal game while she tries to win
a team conference championship.
I sat down with Rizzolo and
asked her a few questions:

What do you enjoy the most about
playing tennis?
Competing is my favorite part. I
love playing in tournaments and getting to go to different places.

What type of player are you?
I like to hit the ball hard, so I
guess I'm an aggressive baseliner.
But I like to be smart about where I
hit the ball. I like to think I mix up
my shots.

Is it a big difference from being a
high school athlete and a college
athlete?
Yeah, the atmosphere is different. The girls that are on the other
teams are a lot nicer now. It's still a
competitive environment, but it's not
like junior tennis where everyone
wants to win. Here it's more about
the team and not yourself.

What do you like about being on
a team?
I love ~veryone on the team.
It's a really nice variety of girls and
they're really supportive and helpful.
They made the transition really easy
for me.

What are your goals for this season? Career?
To make it to the NCAA championships in both singles and doubles.
I'm more of a singles player. I love
playing doubles, but I grew up mainly playing singles.

If you could have an all-expenses-paid trip, which tournament
would you choose? Why?
All the Grand Slams are in great
places, but I'd say the French Open.
Everyone says it's beautiful there.

Do you have any pre-match rituals?
I pretty much just listen to music and
try to stay relaxed. I find that the less
I do, the better I am.

Who is your favorite athlete?
Serena Williams, because she's still
winning. She's been around for so
long: She's really competitive and I
love watching her play.

MEIJ'5 5WIMMIAJG
The men's swimming team went 1-1 this weekend,
losing to Western Kentucky but they beat Florida
Atlantic for the first time in program history.

Join us for Taco Tuesdays!
2 tacos, side and
24 oz. soda

$599*

"Every Tuesday, January • March at participating locations.

Your choice of grilled chicken or fish with
a delicious lime cilantro spread, romaine
lettuce and our special Caribbean salsa all in a toasted flour tortilla.

While most of the school was enjoying their winter break, the Men's
basketball team was hard at work earning a 7-3 record with critical
wins over #7 Southern Indiana (9-1) and conference rival Eckerd (6-3).
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Book review-:
''Turt1e F eet ''·

By: Faren Rajkwnar

Most are familiar with the
gnawing sensation that there must
be more to our lives than we are currently e]!:periencing. Our inner whisper of ~dom pushes us towards the
people and places that help us feel
really and truly content, searching
for a way to rise above the superficiality of the world and find a sense of
purpose. Sometimes, it takes losing
who we ·think we are to become our
true selves.
The widely popular 2006 memoir "Eat, Love, Pray" by Elizabeth
Gilbert is a charming story of a woman hungry for truth, satiating her appetite on the other side of the world.
"Turtle Feet" follows that same soulsearching template, but with twice the
attitude, and no fluffy, hippy crap and
inevitable happy endings.
Bulgarian musical prodigy
Nikolai Grozni was an accomplished
and reasonably content man. He was
a jazz musician and student at the
Berklee College of Music, wildly
popular with the ladies for his musical prowess and good European
looks, and never in financial or social distress. But, suddenly, on a day
otherwise insignificant, somewhere
between his bed and the bathroom,
he became disillusioned with his life.
The unsettling experience of
feeling void of purpose begins Grozni's spiritual memoir. After the loss
of his life's meaning, Grozni forsakes
his studies at Berklee and adopts the
strict life of a Buddhist monk. Hoping to obtain some spiritual answers,
he cuts his hair, trades his blue jeans
for saffron robes, swears 9ff sex, and
moves to a Buddhist ashram in the Indian town of Dharamsala - a place
of complete spiritual immersion.
Surprisingly, Grozni is not enchanted by the peaceful ways of his
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Theatre masks of comedy and tradegy.

By: Aadil Vora

COURTESY OF: RIVERHEAD TRADE

Book cover of ''Turtle Feet".

new life. He is often irked by the
seemingly over-simplified spiritual
theories of Buddhism, the chaos of
the area surrounding Dharamsala,
and the ease with which the locals
accept their impoverished lives. Yet,
he remains in India, for reasons even
he cannot articulate. His attempts to
explain _his drastic life change are
riveting; Grozni describes the making, and later the unmaking, of his
monk-Avatar, with a surprisingly
irreverent perspective, which is nurtured by his unlikely new friend: a
womanizer from Sarajevo.
His story is rich in detail, sar-

casm and crude humor, and is everything not expected from a Buddhist monk. Few modem memoirs
can rival his passages about the
nature of existence and the mind.
Grozni is unafraid of gritty prose
and _exposes himself in his most
vulnerable times. Readers are introduced to his new and unusual world
in which meaningful religion and
abstract nonsense are one, and spiritual discipline and worldly indulgence collide. Soul-searching isn't
the simple, romantic journey that
movies make it out to be; ac~ording
to Grozni, it shouldn't be.

The Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences Division _of Performing and
Visual Arts will present its third annual
"Improv Jam!" on Jan. 18 at 7:30 p.m.
The event will feature sketch comedy, improvisational theater, hip-hop
dance, and pop music, all performed
by NSU students.
Isabeau Dornevil, senior psychology major and assistant director
of "Improv Jam!" said that little artistic direction actually goes into the
extei:nporaneous style of the show.
"The show consists of improv
games that really involve the audience and relies totally on the comedy
student's comedic abilities," Dornevil
said. "I enjoy the entire show, because
you never know what direction the
show is going to go in. It's a total
adrenaline rush."
Improvisational comedy- often
simply called "improv'' :__ is typically
composed of games or skits performed

with little or no planning. Actors create the plot and characters on the spot.
This can create humorous performances that are wholly unique: no two improv productions are ever the same.
Dornevil said, "The students usually meet up a week before the show
to choose an order to play the games.
None of the jokes are rehearsed."
"Improv Jam!" will also include
several sketches, which are usually
·1ow-production cost one-act plays or
skits that are not rehearsed frequently
and do not have major set or costumes.
Sometimes called minimalistic theater,
improv and sketch comedy are both
wildly popular among off-Broadway
productions. Many sketches, such as
the ones on "Saturday Ni$ht Live",
- parody current events.
Domevil said, "Sometimes we all
just need to laugh. It does give the students' stage experience, but our premier
plays provide that opportunity as well.
This show is purely for entertainment."

Movie review:

''Life of Pi''

By: Saily Regueiro

Imagine being shipwrecked in the
middle of the ocean and having to share
a raft with a ravenous Bengal tiger,
while trying to maintain hope that help
will-someday appear on the horizon.
"Life of Pi", based on the book of
the same name by Yann Martel, tells
the story of Piscine ''Pi" Patel and his
arduous adventure as he survives a disaster at sea and is hurtled ~to an epic
journey of discovery.
The movie starts as an adult Pi recounts his tale to an inquisitive author
who is desperate to hear a story that
will cure his writers block. Pi, however, believes that his story does more
than intrigue the mind -it also has the
ability to enable faith in God.
At a young age, the curious Pi
becomes attracted to religion and the
meaning of life. His spiritual journey
and maintaining his faith are themes
throughout the film.
As an adolescent, Pi's faith is
tested when his family decides to leave
their home country of India and move

the family zoo. Pi realizes that, spiritually, he has been as much of a captive
as the caged animals.
While traveling to Canada on a
Japanese cargo ship- filled with people
and animals, a catastrophic stonn overturns the ship, leaving _Pi 01phaned and
stranded on a lifeboat, with an adult
Bengal tiger as a smprise stowaway. For
Pi, the 227 days at sea become a test of
extreme physical and mental strength.
From beginning to end, it is
very easy for the audience to feel the
emotion and struggle that the character faces as he is confronted with
thirst, starvation and an undying will
to survive. From the extravagant
rush of waves during the mighty
storm, to a squadron of flying fish,
and a dark ocean illuminate by jellyfish, the state-of-the-art 3D and majestic digital effects allow scenes and
colors to brilliantly pop off-screen.
This movie seems to showcase
how far technology has come in the
film industry. The remarkable creatures placed in the film, using CGI
technology, exceeded my expecta-

COURTESY OF MOVIES.NDTY.COM

Experience the beauty and spiritual meaning of "Life of Pi".

tions. The tiger's fierce roars, powerful strides, and menacing eyes come
to life in astonishing detail and make
the viewers forget that it is a product of
movie magic.
This poetic tale of life versus
death and mind over matter allows the
viewers to take a journey into a world

like no other. From the start, the audience is transported into the life of a
boy who seeks to find acceptance and
universal understanding. With every
tribulation, he seems to find a stronger
connection to his faith, which, in turn,
saves his life.
"Life of Pi" is a must-see film

that will open the eyes to the wonders
of good technology, and indulge the
mind with the beauty and mystery of
the world. It is also receiving some
well-deserved recognition, with 11
Academy Award nominations, including best picture.
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''Planetside .2'' ·offers a
unique "W"orld

~ y: Joe Cirino

In late 2012, Sony Online
Entertainment's newest cash cow
and public offering of gaming
goodness graced the internet waves
as "Planetside 2" was released
from the throes of an extensive beta
testing phase. The game had already
developed a widespread hype
and with its rather unique style of
gameplay.
"Planetside 2" fluidly combines
the realms of the FPS shooter with the
massively multiplayer. The battles
in "Planetside 2" are truly massive,
with at least 100 active players
present in the largest engagements.
These huge fights usually last hours
on end, with players moving back
and forth along strategic points of
capture, defense, and assault in one
of three server-wide theaters of war
spanning vast continents.
The game follows the story
of three huma- ruled factions and
their quest for domination of the
planet Auraxis and its revolutionary
mineral Auraxium. The Terran
Republic is a domineering and
authoritarian regime that seeks to
unite the galaxy under one banner.
The New Conglomerate is composed
of freedom fighters and mercenaries
fighting
for
democracy
and
freedom from the oppressive Terran
Republic. The Vanu Sovereignty
is an association of technocrats,
academics,
and
intellectuals
who believe the exploitation of
otherworldly
technology
and

Auraxium will lead humanity to a
new golden age.
Gameplay is frantic and exciting
when actively engaged, and calm
and anticipatory when not. Players
should always be on ·the lookout for
threats: a single team of infiltrators
can cloak into a team's base and hack
their defensive emplacements in less
time than it takes to divert drop pods
as a defense. "Sunderers" are large
mobile command vehicles that, when
deployed with the requisite upgrade,
serve as mobile spawn points for
a sustained assault on a distant
location. A Galaxy aerial personnel
carrier with sufficient interceptor and
gunship support can break behind
enemy lines and swiftly deploy
troops to capture nodes.
The capture nodes themselves
are often towering and fantastical:
shielded bio-labs shimmer with
energy while mining facilities bristle
with artillery emplacements and
anti-air flak guns. Generators power
protective shields while the Spawn
Control Unit serves as the beating
heart of any base as it governs the
defending forces ability to respawn
upon death within the facility.
Emplacements can be hacked by
Infiltrators, C4'ed Heavy Assault
troops, or repaired by Engineers.
Weapons and other upgrades
are unlocked through normal play via
gaining Certification points. These
points are then used to purchase
from an extensive list of hundreds
of weapons and enhancements for
a dizzying array of aspects of play.

IMAGE COURTESY JOE CIRINO PLANETSIDE 2 (SCREENSHOT)

Planetside 2 offers compelling and explosive team-based gameplay on grand scale.

It is expected that the player will
focus on a specific area of the game
to improve in, gradually becoming
very skilled in it before moving on
to a different one. The degree of
customization is very large here, as
players can extensively modify the
look, feel and handling of almost any
vehicle or class. There exist many
paths to take your avatar and many
ways to play the game.

in real life. It remains to be seen in
Overall, "Planetside 2" is an
the long run how well "Planetside
immensely enjoyable game. The
2" will do compared to mainstays
replay value is stellar, and the SOE
of smaller based combat like
servers are usually under high load
"Battlefield", "Team Fortress" and
and heavy population. The graphical
"Counter-Strike", but with the way
optimizations present are topthings are going thus far, it looks like
notch, helping to make the game
"Planetside 2" is here to stay.
as beautiful as it is deadly. There .
You can download "Planetside
also exists a spicing of realism, as
2" and begin playing today via Steam
aircraft and bullets react to gravity
or SOE's website: planetside2.com
and other factors much like they do

Much ado
about Winter
Shakespeare
Festival
By: Aadil Vora
The 2013 Winter Shakespeare Festival,
hosted by Shakespeare Miami, came to
Pinecrest Gardens's Banyan Bowl on Jan. 11
and will run until Jan 20.
The festival is geared towards an
audience of all ages and will feature a fullscale production of "Twelfth Night."
Shakespeare Miami advertised the
show as "a tale of a shipwreck, crossdressing lovers, sassy servants and the
greatest practical joke ever played! Set in
the Roaring 20's and featuring live jazz
music and dance."
"Twelfth Night" is one of Shakespeare's
most famous comedies. It features a love
triangle that goes horribly wrong. Its
complexities, odd occurrences, and jokes
have made it a favorite among many
Shakespeare scholars and fans .
There will also be pre-show lectures
before three select performances, for $5
each per participant.
. The first pre-show discussion, entitled,
"Gender-bending: Politics, Cross-dressing
and The Elizabethan Stage," was on Jan.
12. This discussion exposed the motives
and influences behind Shakespeare's stories

and the reason why all actors in the Globe
Theater were male.
The second pre-show discussion,
on Jan. 13, was called "Rosemary for
Remembrance: Flowers, Herbs, Magic and
the Medicine in the Time of Shakespeare .."
Modern anatomy and battlefield medicine
were both founded in the Elizabethan age,
and Shakespeare cited medical ·diseases and ··
process in his work, such as birth in Romeo
and Juliet, quite frequently.
The last pre-show discussion is
scheduled for Jan. 20 at 3 p.m., and it is
entitled "Villains andVixens: The Bad
Boys and Girls of Shakespeare." From the
deceitful Claudius in "Hamlet", to Lady
Macbeth in "Macbeth", this discussion
will explore the multitude of complex
Shakespeare characters.
The Winter Shakespeare Festival will
also feature a short, fast-paced, interactive
play, aimed at interesting newcomers to
Shakespeare, especially middle school and
high school students.
For more information, including
tickets and scheduling, call Shakespeare
Miami at 305-669-6990 or visit www.
shakespearemiami.com .
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(954)577-5777
Yonder Mountain String Band Culture

~
January 15-January 21
Tuesday 12.4
Open Mic Miami lmprov, Miami,
B:30p.m.

Wednesday 12.S

Room, Fort Lauderdale, 8 p.m.

.Bill Bellamy Fort Lauderdale
lmprov)ort Lauderdale, 8 p.
and 10:30 p.m.

Saturday 12.8
Big Head Todd & The
Monsters Culture Room,
Fort Lauderdale, 8 p.m.

Paul Rodgers Hard Rock, Hollywood, 8 p.m.

Carnivale Electricos Tour

The Prescription & Hot Whiskey

Revolution ...ive, Fort Lauderdale, 8 p.m.

Green Room Live, Fort Lauderdale, 10 p.m.

Lil Daggers & Bonnie Riot Green
Room Live, Fort Lauderdale, 10 p.m.

Thursday 12.6
Tony Rock Miami lmprov, Miami, 8:30 p.m.
Electronic Music Green Room
Live, Fort Lauderdale, 10 p.m.

Sunday12.9
Emilie Autumn Fight Like a Girl Tour
Revolution Live, Fort Lauderdale, 6 p.m.

Friday 12.7

Follow us on Twitter
@TheCurrentNSU

Bill O'Reilly Hard Rock,
Hollywood, 8 p.m.
*Listen to Radio X-WNSU 88.5 for a chance to win tickets to these events. Call (954) 262 - 8460
between 6 .m. and 3 a.m.
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It's a

vvorld
By: Lauren McGarrett
In her 53-year existence, Barbie has
been a doctor, a lawyer and even an air force
office. But, what she is best known for is being skinny.
Over the years, Barbie has proved to
be one of the most popular toys in history,
with more than 800 million dolls sold since
her 1959 debut. Even in an age of iPods
and Xbox 360s, Barbie dolls still continue
to sell well. In 2011, Mattel's total revenue
increased nine percent, with a 17-percent increase in the sale of Barbie brand products.
In a society where body insecurity and
eating disorders are on the rise, many struggle to define the cause of the issue. According to the National Association of Anorexia
Nervosa and Associated Disorders, up to 24
million people in the U.S. suffer from eating
disorders and the disorders are most common in women age 12 to 25. Some people
blame the fashion industry. Some people
blame the entertainment industry. Some
people blame Barbie.
Barbie stands at about 11.5 inches tall,
and weighs 7.25 ounces; some estimate

that this would put a life-size Barbie at the
height of 5'9" with body measurements of
36-18-38, weighing around 110 lbs. Some
activists argue that Barbie gives young
girls the impression that this body type is
the ideal shape to have, and that they will
strive to look like her. However, how many
young girls would even pay attention to the
scale of her size, let alone notice it at all?
Wouldn't most girls be more concerned
with her outfits, shoes or accessories than
her skinniness?
I don't believe those who accuse Barbie of spreading negative body image give
young girls enough credit. Should it be assumed that when a girl holds a Barbie doll,
she will only care about Barbie's bus-towaist ratio, not the fact that she's a veterinarian or running for president? Even the
slogan for the Barbie brand is "I can be ... "
Do the so-called "experts" also assume that
"I can be ... " tells girls "I can be skinny and
look like Barbie," rather than "I can be anything I want when I grow up?"
When I was younger, I had a good
amount of Barbie dolls - about 15. Among

them were the Pilot Barbie, Hairdresser
Barbie, Presidential Candidate Barbie and
Princess Barbie. Personally, I never paid
attention to Barbie's body proportions, nor
did I ever strive to look like her; I only cared
about which Barbie she was. I also don't recall any of my friends mentioning anything
about the Barbie's body size; the most I ever
heard was that her hair was pretty.
Why is it that Barbie portrays a strong,
independent woman, but she's considered
a bad role model because she's skinny?
Would Barbie have a better reputation if she
was bigger, but depended on Ken for everything? How come Bratz dolls don't get this
kind of criticism, when those dolls only portray somewhat moody, scantily-clad teenage girls?
With her vast amount of college degrees and careers under her belt, I don't believe Barbie is a bad influence for girls at
all; Barbie lets young girls know that they
can have whatever career they want. The
"experts" who feel like they have to determine Barbie's "real-life" measurements are
the ones with the problem.

COURTESY OF WWW.BARBIETOYFORKIDS.COM
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Due to recent events involving school shootings, how
• can NSU make students feel safer on campus?

"Everyone should be allowed to carry guns to protect
themselves. In Switzerland, they allow everyone to have guns
and they have a very low crime rate. I think gun control is a
violation of our rights"
Angel Osario, freshman communication studies major

"I think one way that we can feel safer at Nova,
definitely, something that SGA is trying to
work on is the lighting condition at [the
University Park Plaza]. A lot of students feel
unsafe when it's so dark at night and the
parking garage late a night could have more
security guards patrol them." Barbara Ross,
senior accounting and finance major,
Undergraduate SGA Treasurer

" I think to make students feel safer,
students should be allowed to have guns on
campus. Instead of wanting to take guns
away from students, they should be able to
protect themselves with the guns that they
have".
Leah Bailey, freshman business
administration major

"I think that cops should have guns on
campus, but students shouldn't. Because
the cops are trained to carry guns and
students need to abide by campus rules ."
AJ Colasante , freshman biology major

"There's nothing that can be done. If
someone is going to try to bring a gun
and kill people, I don't think there is
much outside of violent force that can
stop them."
Chris Davilla, freshman
communication studies major

"I don't think there is anything more NSU
can do to improve public safety. I feel safe
on campus, and I'm never worried about
incidents like those in the news."
Tam Nyguen, freshman biology major
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Welcome to the real world of business.
Success in the business world today isn't about what you
know. It's about who you know .- At N·ova Southeastern
University, our professors are real-world corporate leaders
who know what it takes to succeed. vo·u'II learn firsthand the skills needed to advance__ your career ·as you
network with faculty and fellow students. And our evening,
weekend and online graduate business programs are
designed for worki·ng professionals like yourself. All this
from the university with the largest MBA program in Florida.
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H. Wayne Huizenga School of
Business and Entrepreneurship

www.nova .edulbusiness

800.672.7223 ext. 25168
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Want to take the Florida Teacher Certification Exam and General Knowledge Test?
Studying has never been easier! The University of Tampa's prep course offers tips, tools and
practice exams. Get expert advice and coaching from specially trained instructors.

Curriculum specifically tailored to:

• Students working on a bachelor's degree in education
• Teachers with provisional certification
• Career changers
Course comprised of six three-hour sessions.
Starts Jan. 28 and ends March 4.
Boost your confidence! Register today
at www.ut.edu/ftceprep. ·

Visit www.ut.edu/ftceprep or call (813) 258-7409.
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FACEOFF:
Keep guns off
campus

ALL WEAPONS
ARE PROHIBITED
ON THESE
PREMISES
I!-!:)~~ !~~-=! .. ............. .
In response to the Sandy Hook
school shooting, the National Rifles
Association is sticking by its guns both figuratively and literally. "The
only thing that stops a bad guy with

a gun is a good guy with a gun," said
Wayne LaPierre, the organization's
executive vice president.
· Well, I like to think myself as a
good woman, armed with the power
of research. And I believe that the

Allow guns on
campus
By: Christopher Hoffman
As the Mayans put it, 2012
will be "the end of the world."
While the Earth may still be rotating on its axis, the world of guns
as we know it may have started
to end. As the talk of the Aurora,
Colo. shooting died down, we were
faced with yet another massacre
- one that left 20 children and six
adults dead at Sandy Hook elementary school in Newtown, Conn.
This latest massacre really
has people advocating stricter gun
control. What most of these people tend to forget, is this: "A well
regulated Militia, being necessary
to the security of a free State, the
right of the people to keep and bear
Arms, shall not be infringed." This
sentence is the second amendment
of the United States Constitution.
According to our founding fathers,
every citizen has the right to own
whatever gun they see fit.
While some people believe
we should ban guns, there are oth~
ers who still believe in the rights
given to us in the second amendment. Some even go as far as saying that the people that watch over
kids day in and day out -teachers- should be allowed to carry
guns with them in school. I firmly
believe in this _train of thought. I

mean, who could be better first
responders than those who are already at the scene of the crime?
As David Thweatt, superintendent of the Harrold Independent School District in Wilbarger
County, Texas said "We need to be
here to protect our children. Not
four, five minutes or six minutes
from now." I believe that this is
a great point, especially since his
school is at least 30 miles away
from the nearest police station.
There are many people who
think teachers should not be allowed to carry, mainly because
they only believe what the mainstream media decides to run on
their newscasts and in their papers. There are a lot of stories and
statistics that the press decides not
to run . These statistics and stories
are why I believe that teachers
should be allowed to carry firearms while at school.
One of the biggest statistics
that most people do not hear about
is that our own state of Florida
has the highest amount of concealed weapons permits issued in
the United States - 995,202 to
be exact. The Florida Department
of Agriculture and Consumer Services, which regulates the permits,
runs a report every year of the
amount of applications received,

NRA needs to be stopped. The only
that the professors and staff whom I
Vrrginia Tech and Northern Illinois
thing that faculty members should
interact with daily may be armed, I
University, were murder-suicides. A
have concealed is their future exam
would be highly hesitant to express
campus that allows concealed handquestions, not dangerous weapons.
a controversial opinion, such as the
guns might actually be more attracThe overwhelming majority of
one I'm writing about in this very artive to a shooter, as it would provide
colleges agree. According to the Naticle.
the opportunity for shootouts and an
tional Council of State Legislatures,
"A good guy with a gun" is far
increased death count from cross21 states, including Florida, ban confrom synonymous- with "a man or
fires.
cealed weapons on college campuses
woman who knows how to use their
Fortunately, the second amendand properties, while 23 states allow
weapon effectively." The 48 states,
ment has its limits. In January 2011,
individual campuses to set their own
including Florida, that allow conafter a visitor to George Mason
policies. As a result, only about 25 of
cealed handguns do not require carUniversity claimed that the public
America's over four thousand colleges
riers to have any formal law enforceschool's anti-firearms policy violated
and universities allow concealed weapment training. In contrast, the law
his constitutional rights, the Virginia
Supreme Court said that "unlike a
ons.
enforcement officials who currently
NSU's official weapons policy
protect our nation's schools must
public street or park, a university
"prohibits the possession and control
demonstrate discretion in using letraditionally has not been open to
of weapons, firearms, and dangerous
thal force, long before they're placed
the general public, but instead is an
devices." The policy applies to all
on duty.
institute of higher learning that is destudents, faculty, and staff - along
And school shootings are unvoted to its mission of public educawith any visitors to campus. Its stated
likely to provide concealed carrier~ _ tion. . .. Moreover, parents who send
purpose is to "ensure a safe and secure
an easy shot at becoming the hero
their children to a university have a
University environment."
who swiftly defeats the enemy. Rereasonable expectation that the uniOne of the things I value most
cent shootings have occurred in
versity will maintain a campus free
about college is the open exchange
chaotic settings - usually crowded
of foreseeable harm."
classrooms, filled with panicked stuof ideas. Most of my professors are
As a 2000 study by the Harvard
more than just OK with students exdents fleeing for their lives. It would
School of Public Health concluded,
pressing their opinions; they actively
be exceptionally difficult for a fac"The safest policy to limit potential
ulty or staff member to shoot a movencourage passionate discussions on
violence is to prohibit students and
controversial topics. Same goes with · ing suspect without injuring innocent
faculty from keeping handguns on
the staff of programs, events and serstudents. Even law enforcement officampus and allow trained law encials rarely hit their targets when firvices outside of the classroom. But,
forcement officers to provide for
as Students for Gun Free Schools, a
ing at other human beings. One 2006
campus security."
non-profit organization puts it, "the
Arming so-called "good" guys
study found that among U.S. police
introduction of handguns on our
departments, officers hit their targets
- no matter how seemingly recampuses would inhibit this dialogue
only about 20% of the time in the
sponsible, trained and moral - is
by creating fear of possible retalialast three decades.
not the solution. As NSU states in
tion."
Furthermore, shooters likely
its anti-weapon's policy, "Weapons
No matter how "good" the prowouldn't be deterred by the presence
are potential safety hazards, threatfessor or staff member may seem, the
of concealed carry permit holders, as
en to interfere with the teaching and
many don't plan to leave the maspossibility of he or she being armed
learning process, and are incompatwould essentially shoot down such
sacre alive. Most America campus
ible with the objective of preventing
comfort levels. Personally, if I knew
shootings in recent years, including
violence."

permits issued and permits revoked. From July 1, 2011 to June
30, 2012 only 642 permits were
revoked; that's only six percent
of all concealed weapons permit
holders. Why punish those who
follow the rules for the acts of a
few that do not?
One incident that has, for the
most part, been overlooked was
when 16-year-old Luke Woodham
walked in to Pearl High School in
Pearl, Mississippi with a .30-30
caliber rifle and killed two students. During the 1997 shooting,
Woodham killed his mother, before heading over to the school to
fire rounds at innocent students.
The principal of the school called
911, but before the cops could get
there the shooting had stopped.
While the principal was on the
phone, the assistant principal, Joel
Myrick, retrieved the .45 caliber
pistol he kept in his truck and
subdued Woodham, by pointing
the gun at him, before he could
escape or take anymore lives.
Thweatt and the rest of the
school board has implemented
what they are calling "The Guardian Plan." What this plan entails
is that an unspecified number of
school employees are authorized
to carry concealed weapons while
at school. The only people in the
district who know which teachers
are "Guardians" are Thweatt and
the school board. The requirements are that each employee must
have a Texas concealed weapons
permit and they must be reviewed
by Thweatt and the school board.

STAFF HEAVILY
ARMED AND TRAINED

ANY ATTEMPT TO
HARM CHILDREN

WILL BE MET WITH
DEADLY FORCE
Once an employee is selected as
eligible, they must go through advanced training mainly working
on accuracy. Since the plans implementation in 2007, there have
been no incidents and 82 percent
of kids attending school in the
district are transfers from nearby
districts. Would I be wrong to say
that the plan is working?
While I'm not saying we

should revert to the Wild West and
let everyone run free with guns,
we should have the right to carry
for protection ::___ especially those
who watch over our nation's kids
when parents are at work. So, instead of punishing those who are
responsible with the weapons they
own, let us allow them to utilize
the words of the Constitution and
protect our society.
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